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Way West Wines is a wine & spirits agency based on Vancouver 
Island & Gulf Islands of BC, Canada. We specialize in small to 
medium-sized producers looking for full-service representation in 
our unique market and beyond.
 
Founded in 2012, we have long-standing relationships with our 
producers and accounts, aiming to build business while maintaining 
our values and our west coast roots.



JOIEFARM NOBLE BLEND 2022
DIRECT | +882027 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $20.49
DIRECT | +520569 | 1 x 19L Keg | WHSL: $481.59
JoieFarm makes A Noble Blend in the spirit of Edelzwicker, a traditional aromatic blend produced 
in France for centuries. The 2022 A Noble Blend is a classic blend of Gewürztraminer, Riesling, Pinot 
Auxerrois, Pinot Gris and Pinot Blanc.

JOIEFARM PINOT GRIS 2022
DIRECT | +342940 | 1 x 19L Keg | WHSL: $481.59
White nectarine, melon, lively

JOIEFARM ROSÉ 2022
DIRECT | +511469 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $21.29
Strawberry, watermelon, sage. We make rosé simply because we love drinking it! Its moderate alcohol 
and natural acidity make it the best friend to any meal, picnic, or patio. Our Rosé is made is dry but 
fruit-forward and made from Pinot Noir and Gamay.

JOIEFARM ‘PTG’ 2022
DIRECT | +823799 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $25.50
Brambly berries, pine, earthy. PTG combines elegant Pinot Noir with rich, spicy Gamay to create 
an incredibly well-balanced wine. The superiority of these varietals in our terroir is undeniable and, 
equally important, is their compatibility with Pacific Northwest cuisine.

JOIEFARM PLEIN DE VIE BRUT 2022
DIRECT | +509208| 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $33.95
Sparkler made from Pinot Meunier, Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. Bright red fruit characteristics 
combine with crisp acidity and subtle sweetness. This juicy medley of watermelon, tangy cranberry 
and succulent raspberry is delicate but leaves a lasting impression.

JOIEFARM QUOTIDIEN BRUT 2022
DIRECT | +31796 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $24.88
Sparkler made with Chardonnay and riesling. Fine mousse, zippy citrus, racy acid. “Quotidien” 
translates as “daily ration” and this wine is inspired by our love for affordable, accessible everyday 
bubbles. This wine is straightforward refreshment at its finest, with bright and invigorating acidity, 
inviting notes of orchard fruit and blossoms, and a quenching citrus-tinged finish.

cool-climate, lake-moderated, desert terroir
west coast living
approachable wines full of wonder
european joie de vivre

naramata, bc



JOIEFARM ‘EN FAMILLE’ PINOT GRIS  2021
DIRECT | +282362 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $29.48
Skin-contact, cask-fermented, unfiltered

JOIEFARM ‘EN FAMILLE’ GEWÜRZTRAMINER  2021
DIRECT | +865766 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $22.99
Exotic, lychee, quince, dry

JOIEFARM ‘EN FAMILLE’ CHARDONNAY 2021
DIRECT | +150862 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $25.29
Citrus, toast, textured, elegant

JOIEFARM ‘EN FAMILLE’ PINOT NOIR 2021
DIRECT | +675900 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $34.79
Cherry, pomegranate, sophisticated

JOIEFARM ‘EN FAMILLE’ PINOT MEUNIER  2021
DIRECT | +486173 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $23.79
Rose petal, pomegranate, raspberry

JOIEFARM VIOGNIER 2021 - LIMITED
DIRECT | +97303 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $23.29
Apricots, orange peel, candied ginger

JOIEFARM CABERNET FRANC 2022 - LIMITED
DIRECT | +348610 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $24.29
Spiced berry, red plum, tea leaf

JOIEFARM ‘PTG’ MAGNUM 2018 - LIMITED
DIRECT | +253503 | 6 x 1.5L | WHSL: $62.49
Cherry cola, dark plum, cocoa.

JOIEFARM ROSÉ CAN 2021
DIRECT | +63803 | 24 x 250ml | WHSL: $6.71
Montmorency cherries, rhubarb, versatile.

JOIEFARM ‘TINY BUBBLES’ CAN 2022
DIRECT | +63795 | 24 x 250ml | WHSL: $6.71
Guava, grass, zest, aloha-spirit.

naramata, bc



single vineyards
riesling, pinot noir and 

chardonnay
old vines. authentic wines.

kelowna, bc

TANTALUS BLANC DE BLANCS 2019 SOLD OUT
Direct l + 83276 l 12 x 750 ml l WHSL: $27.57
A brilliant lemon yellow in colour, our 100% Chardonnay Blanc de Blancs carries fine bubbled and 
persistent textured mousse. Showcasing an intriguiing melody of aromatics from lime zest and pear to 
sea breeeze, toasted cereal and oyster shell.

TANTALUS BLANC DE NOIR BRUT 2020
DIRECT | +773812 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $31.90
A pale sunset pink in the glass, this wine is flush with aromas of candied mandarin zest, baked walnut 
bread and almond paste, with intriguing notes of dried fig and rose petal.

TANTALUS RIESLING 2021
DIRECT | +802280 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $23.90
A shimmering pale straw in colour, this wine exudes bright aromas of orange peel, white flowers, fresh 
pear and lime leaf. A slatey minerality adds lift and intrigue. The palate is lush and juicy with tangerine 
and lime juice, rounding out as the wine opens with richer tropical notes of guava, starfruit and kiwi.

TANTALUS OLD VINES RIESLING 2020 SOLD OUT
DIRECT | +179226 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $35.14
Pale lemon in color, the aromatics are at once intense, yet subtle and complex. The aromatics are 
beautifully highlight-ed by a briny oyster character. The palate is juicy and developed with apricot, 
nectarine and fresh lemon all playing their part.

TANTALUS CHARDONNAY 2021 
DIRECT | +114884 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $29.91
A bright golden colour, this wine exhibits a myriad of aromatics starting with fresh nectarine and 
apple blossom. Rich flavours of crème brûlée, vanilla and pie crust are juxtaposed by bright pear, tan-
gerine and beeswax.

TANTALUS BEAR CHARDONNAY 2022
DIRECT | +83282 | 750ml x 12| WHSL: $19.98
The palate is brimming with fresh acidity: big notes of honey dew melon, ambrosia apple and sweet 
basil are juxtaposed by a playful yuzu-like freshness and hint of orange creamsicle. A lively and fresh 
texture with a lovely rounded weight.



kelowna, bc

TANTALUS PINOT NOIR 2021
DIRECT | +200881 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $27.78
Aromas of crushed fresh raspberries, violets and sage, with Bing cherry, baking spices and a hint of 
cedar emerging. Flavours of black and blueberry with an intriguing orange rind nuance, lifted by notes 
of white-fleshed cherry and plum.

TANTALUS ‘FURTHER A FIELD’ CABERNET FRANC ROSÉ 2022
DIRECT | +342989 | 750ml x 12| WHSL: $19.90
100% Cabernet Franc. A delicate sunset pink in colour, big notes of blackberry and plum alongside 
herbaceous hints of sweet basil and fresh thyme. The palate is bright and lively, abundant with fresh 
strawberries and cream, tart red apple, and cranberry. Classically dry in style.

TANTALUS ‘FURTHER A FIELD’ SYRAH 2021
DIRECT | +460372 | 750ml x 12| WHSL: $28.28
This Syrah release is lifted with intense notes of violets and blue fruits, charcuterie, anise and licorice. 
Intriguing hints of white pepper, cedar sap and cherry candy. The palate is very juicy, with blackberry, 
dark plum and black cherry present. The tannins are fine grained and very well integrated.

TANTALUS OLD VINES RIESLING PIQUETTE 2021 SOLD OUT
DIRECT | +63782 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $17.31
This farmhouse style beverage is fun and funky with aromas of fennel, roasted peach and pineapple 
with a touch of lemon candy. An intriguing pancetta note comes through with marmalade and 
tamirind in the background.

TANTALUS PINOT NOIR/MEUNIER PIQUETTE 2021 SOLD OUT
DIRECT | +63787 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $17.31
Our Pinot Piquette was crafted by taking the gently pressed grape skins and stems from our Rose 
destined Pinot Meunier and Pinot Noir, rehydrading them and pressing them again. The resulting juice 
is fermented in stainless steel tanks to produce and interesting cloudy beverage.

TANTALUS CHARDONNAY/GEWÜRZTRAMINER PIQUETTE 2021 SOLD OUT
DIRECT | +464555 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $17.31
Crafted by taking the gently-pressed grape skins and stems of our Chardonnay and Gewurztraminer 
skins with some juice fermented in aged barrels. The wine is bottled while still fermenting to capture a 
small amount of natural effervescence.



naramata bench, bc

LAKE BREEZE CELLAR SERIES ~ ALIZÉ ROUSSANNE 2019
DIRECT | +22322 | 12x750ml | WHSL: $20.00
This Northern Rhone Variety shows a complex mix of citrus, apricot, and chamomile.  The palate is rich 
and textured with good acidity and a long finish.  Recommended cellaring: 1 to 5 years.

LAKE BREEZE CELLAR SERIES ~ AURA PINOT NOIR 2020
DIRECT | +882563 | 6 x 750ml | WHSL: $31.99
Made from the fruit of 30-year-old vines, this age-worthy red is elegant and full of bright red fruit 
flavours and aromas, with earthy and spicy notes. Recommended cellaring: 3 to 5 years

LAKE BREEZE CELLAR SERIES ~ BERG PINOTAGE 2019
DIRECT l + 712471 l 12 x 750 ml l WHSL: $35.00
This South African crossing of Pinot Noir and Cinsaut displays ripe purple and black fruits with a touch 
of red licorice. The palate is complex with spicy and herbal notes. Recommended cellaring: 2 to 3 
years.

LAKE BREEZE CELLAR SERIES ~ MISTRAL SYRAH 2020
DIRECT | +288712 | 12x750ml | WHSL: $31.99
This richly maroon coloured wine is boasting aromas of dark plum, boysenberry, and sagebrush 
complimented with chocolate and vanilla bean on the nose.  On the palate, notes of ripe plum, 
boysenberry, and blueberry with underlying flavours of cloves, herbs, and dark chocolate.

LAKE BREEZE CELLAR SERIES ~ CHINOOK
DIRECT | +261388 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $25.22
Partially fermented Ehrenfelser was fortified using alcohol distilled from our own wine and aged in 
neutral barrels for 4 years.  Flavours of caramel and nuts combine with hints of very ripe tropical fruit.  
A good acidity ensures that the sweetness is not cloying.  Recommended cellaring: drink now or up to 
20 years.

clean, crisp and fruit-driven
minimal intervention
2023 bc wine of the year ~ 2020 syrah
natural expression of the grape



naramata bench, bc

LAKE BREEZE EHRENFELSER 2021
DIRECT | +500306 | 12x750ml | WHSL: $19.00
Aromas of apricot, poached peach, orchard blossoms, and underlying notes of honeysuckle on the 
nose.  This uniquely Naramata grown Ehrenfelser stands out with bright notes of peach and honeydew 
with a pear and nectarine finish.

LAKE BREEZE RIESLING 2018
DIRECT | +658849 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $19.00
Our dry Riesling shows aromas of green apple, apricot and lime pulp. Although drinking well now, the 
refreshing acidity ensures that this wine will age gracefully for many years to come.

LAKE BREEZE ‘THE SPICE JAR’ 2021
Direct l + 9472 l 12 x 750 ml l WHSL: $19.00 
To create the most aromatic wine that we could, we blended Gewürztraminer, Viognier, Muscat/
Schönburger, and Ehrenfelser. The result is an intensely floral, fruity wine, with a hint of sweetness and 
a subtle allspice finish.

LAKE BREEZE SAUVIGNON BLANC 2022
DIRECT | +464545 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $19.00
Aromas of fresh lemongrass are accompanied by a fragrant tropical fruit cup medley. Our Sauvignon 
Blanc combines notes of kiwi and juicy grapefruit, complemented by underlying notes of passion fruit 
and key lime, for a crisp finish. 

LAKE BREEZE SEMILLON 2017
Direct l +500314 l 12 x 750 ml l WHSL: $17.67
Aromas of pink grapefruit and gooseberry combine beautifully with herbal notes of nettle and 
jalapeño skins. The palate is robust, with a crisp yet nutty finish. This is a wine made for long-term 
aging.

LAKE BREEZE ROUSSANNE VIOGNIER 2022
Direct l +22322 l 12 x 750 ml l WHSL: $20.00
Lake Breeze Vineyards’ first Roussanne-Viognier blend. This intensely golden coloured blend is 
fragrant and rich. Aromas of jasmine and orange blossom intermingled with apricot. The palate is 
yellow peach and nectarine, and finishes fresh with tangerine, lemon peel, pineapple and nuttiness.

LAKE BREEZE SEMILLON/CHARDONNAY 2017
Direct l +871475 l 12 x 750 ml l WHSL: $19.00
In our blend of 70% Semillon and 30% Chardonnay, the Semillon creates a rich and herbaceous 
palate, with hints of toffee and caramel. The Chardonnay lends notes of tropical fruit, peach and lime, 
creating a truly complex white. 

LAKE BREEZE PINOT BLANC 2022
DIRECT l + 500322 l 12 x 750 ml l WHSL: $19.00
Pinot Blanc is our signature white wine and is a consistent award winner. This wine shows aromas of 
Granny Smith apple, lemon zest and honeysuckle, with a bright finish and an underlying minerality. 

LAKE BREEZE PINOT GRIS
DIRECT | +314419 | 12x750ml | WHSL: $17.10 
A fruit-driven, easy-drinking Pinot Gris that shows attractive pear and apple fruit, with a touch of 
residual sweetness adding weight to the crisp, juicy palate.

LAKE BREEZE UN-OAKED CHARDONNAY 2022
Direct l +176394 l 12 x 750 ml l WHSL: $19.00 
TFresh yet delicate, our Un-Oaked Chardonnay is light bodied. Aromas of citrus and cantaloupe 
combine with notes of orange peel and lime on the palate, with subtle spice and a nutty finish. 



naramata bench, bc

LAKE BREEZE ROSÉ 2022
DIRECT | +800870 | 12x750ml | WHSL: $20.00 
Made from 100% Merlot, this Rosé has rich notes of strawberry jam, grapefruit, and undertones of 
white current and blood orange on the finish.

LAKE BREEZE PINOT NOIR 2021
DIRECT | +353805 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $25.01
Abundant with juicy red fruit notes such as Bing cherry, raspberry and a cranberry and clove finish, 
our Pinot Noir is highlighted by its rich red cherry nose and strawberry jam aromas. The fruit for this 
Pinot Noir is 100% estate grown. 

LAKE BREEZE MERLOT 2020
DIRECT l +500272 l 12 x 750 ml l WHSL: $23.01
Our Merlot is rich and ripe, with flavours and aromas of blackberry, black cherry and dark chocolate, 
and backed by an herbal sage like note, representative of Merlots grown on the Naramata Bench. 

LAKE BREEZE SYRAH 2021
DIRECT | +2176 | 12x750ml | WHSL: $25.01
This dark and luscious Syrah is teeming with aromas of violets, plum, dark chocolate, and warm spices.  
Its complex and balanced profile carries notes of red cherry and blackberry with a lingering finish of 
cedar, herbs, dark chocolate, and white pepper on the palate.  

LAKE BREEZE MERITAGE 2020
DIRECT | +230706 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $220.1
The Lake Breeze Meritage is Merlot/Cabernet Franc/Cabernet Sauvignon/Malbec. Aromas of 
blackberries, crushed blackcurrant, vanilla, fresh tilled earth, and coffee bean on the nose.  The palate 
is bright and balanced, with tart blackcurrant and juicy blackberries combined with cedar and herbs 
on the finish.

MACINTYRE HERITAGE RESERVE ~ ‘ASTRA’ 2019
DIRECT | +554253 | 3 x 750ml | WHSL: $60.03
This vintage of Astra leans heavily toward the style of Chablis, although there is some oak influence. 
Aromas of green apple, lemongrass and lime zest precede a palate filled with tropical notes and a 
distinct minerality.  Acidity is bright and crisp, which gives the wine extended ageing potential.

MACINTYRE HERITAGE RESERVE ~ ‘ARDUA’ 2018
DIRECT | +479782 | 3 x 750ml | WHSL: $90.03
MERLOT 90% | CABERNET FRANC 10%
This wine is inspired by the great wines of Pomerol. The bouquet is of blackberry jam, ripe blueberry 
and blackcurrant. This core of dark fruit is complemented by earthy notes and licorice with an 
underlying herbal thread. The palate is full-bodied and generous, with a layered texture and extremely 
long finish.  Decant for drinking now or cellar for 10 to 15 years.



kelowna, bc

SUMMERHILL CIPES BRUT ORGANIC
DIRECT | +314419 | 12x750ml | WHSL: $25.99 
Aromas of apple, lime, pear, almonds and grapefruit. On the palate Cipes Brut exhibits 
crisp acidity, a soft, creamy mousse, and a long finish.

SUMMERHILL CIPES ROSÉ BRUT
DIRECT | +978064 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $29.92
100% Pinot Noir cuvee grown at multiple vineyard locations that were planted and are maintained 
specifically for sparkling wine production to express a crisp, bright style. Notes of raspberry, 
strawberry, kiwi, blood orange, vanilla, almond, and toast.

SUMMERHILL CIPES BLANC DE BLANC 2012
Direct l + 661637 l 12 x 750 ml l WHSL: $34.70 
One of our most highly regarded wines. Previous vintages have been awarded platinum medals and 
trophies. The 2012 vintage promises to be no different. With creamy textured bubbles, rich, toasty 
character, and mouth-watering freshness.

SUMMERHILL CIPES TRADITIONAL CUVEE
DIRECT | +707356 | 6 x 750ml | WHSL: $101.40
87% Chardonnay, 13% Pinot Noir.  100% Organic! Estate grown at Summerhill Vineyard in Kelowna, BC. 
Made in the traditional method. The bottles aged sur lie for 18 years before disgorgement began in 
small batches.

SUMMERHILL CIPES ‘ARIEL’
Direct l +485771 l 6 x 750 ml l WHSL: $76.94 
60% Organic Pinot Noir, 38% Organic Chardonnay, 2% Organic Pinot Meunier. Crafted with care in the 
traditional method. This wine was aged 17.5 years in bottle on the lees before disgorgement in small 
batches began in September, 2019.
95 points - Stephen Spurrier, Decanter

certified biodynamic
certified organic
small production

sacred geometry & pyramid power
gratitude/people/planet



SUMMERHILL ORGANIC PINOT GRIS
Direct l 850032 l 12 x 750 ml l WHSL: $18.85
A deliciously fruity and refreshing wine. Starting off with notes of ripe pear, and golden delicious 
apple, developing into lemon meringue and lime zest with a touch of minerality.

SUMMERHILL ORGANIC EHRENFELSER
DIRECT | +440016 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $16.15
Estate Pinot Gris - whole cluster pressed to concrete tanks and fermented using native yeasts and was 
left on its lees for 10 months. Creamy mouthfeel with lively acidity. Citrus and stone fruit characters. 

SUMMERHILL ORGANIC GEWÜRZTRAMINER
DIRECT | +446468 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $18.59
Bursting with intense flavours of spiced apple, apricot, tangerine peel and pear.

SUMMERHILL ORGANIC CHARDONNAY SOLD OUT
DIRECT | +12102 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $19.25
Smooth and clean with lively aromas of yellow bartlett pear, key line and gunflint.  The palate is soft 
and round, laced with refresing notes of anise, tarragon and lemon zest.

SUMMERHILL ORGANIC PINOT NOIR
DIRECT | +446848 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $26.90
Notes of strawberry, violet and green tobacco delight the nose and carry through the palate where 
flavours of red cherry and crushed gravel deepen and refresh.

SUMMERHILL ORGANIC CABERNET FRANC
DIRECT | +849885 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $26.90
Velvety, fresh and characterful.  This classic Cab Franc gives ripe, fruity notes of blackberry and 
raspberry with a hint of minerality.

SUMMERHILL ORGANIC MERLOT
DIRECT | +700203  | 750ml x 12| WHSL: $23.90
a complex medium-bodied red.  Dominated by dark fruit and dark chocolate with a hint of strawberry.

SUMMERHILL ORGANIC BACO NOIR
DIRECT | +719716 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $23.00
Sultry aromas of black fruit, damp forest soil and licorice are followed by flavours of spiced, cooked 
cherry and fleshy plum with a whisper of green on the palate.

SUMMERHILL ORGANIC MARECHAL FOCH
DIRECT | +604033 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $19.95
Bold, with aromas of ripe dark fruit and flavours of black cherry, plum, blueberry and chocolate.  The 
ripe tannis give the wine a juicy texture.

SUMMERHILL ORGANIC CABERNET SAUVIGNON
DIRECT | +127241 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $30.75
100% organic with a classic profile of cassis, black fruit, sage and black pepper. Enjoy with grass fed 
beer, rabbit cacciatore or hard cheese.

kelowna, bc



SUMMERHILL ORGANIC ‘VISPERING VINES’ RIESLING 2022
DIRECT | +645325 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $23.00
Lovingly grown by the Clarke family at Vispering Vines Vineyard in Okanagan Falls, BC. This Riesling 
has notes of lemon, lime, and minerality. Enjoy with pork belly, grilled fish, or charcuterie.

SUMMERHILL BIODYNAMIC GRÜNER VELTLINER SOLD OUT
DIRECT | +58438 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $43.10
Fresh quince leads the nose while celery leaf and floral notes shine through.  The palate has a creamy 
soft-ness with earthy hints of hay and yellow apple that lead to a zesty white pepper finish.

SUMMERHILL BIODYNAMIC PINOT NOIR
DIRECT | +223815 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $30.75
Perfumed and seductive. Opens with an elegant nose of crushed rose petal, spiced plum and 
strawberry jam. On the palate, lifted acidity is seamlessly integrated between concentrated layers of 
fresh and candied cherry, cranberry and star anise.

SUMMERHILL RESERVE BARREL RED ORGANIC
DIRECT l + 487970 l 12 x 750 ml l WHSL: $19.99
A masterful blend of organic Cab Franc, Cab Sauv, Merlot, Zweigelt, Syrah and Pinot Noir grapes from 
our reserve barrel program (vintages 2012 - 2015) were carefully chosen and blended to create this 
rich, mouth-filling wine

SUMMERHILL RESERVE BARREL MERLOT ORGANIC
DIRECT | +125980 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $28.00 
Full bodied red with grippy tannins, bright aciditry and notes of blueberry, blackberry, raspberry, 
chocolate and minerality.

SUMMERHILL SPADEFOOT TOAD SANGIOVESE ORGANIC
DIRECT | +371104 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $57.69
Medium bodied and fresh with luxurious notes of candied cherry, blueberry, vanilla cola and baking 
spices. Firm tannins, mouthwatering acidity and well-integrated oak character provide excellent 
structure.

SUMMERHILL SPADEFOOT TOAD SYRAH ORGANIC
DIRECT | +52332 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $50.00
Bold, dark and smooth with notes of blackberry, soft leather, ripe raspberry and black pepper.

ALIVE ORGANIC WHITE
DIRECT | +22574 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $18.45
Refreshing, Crisp and Clean. Notes of white peach, orange blossom, pink grapefruit and lime.

ALIVE ORGANIC ROSE
DIRECT | +209370 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $18.45
A deliciously fruity and refreshing wine. Starting off with notes of ripe pear, and golden delicious 
apple, developing into lemon meringue and lime zest with a touch of minerality.

kelowna, bc



HIGH NOTE ‘PATTER’ BRUT 2022
DIRECT | +324181 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $22.50
Patter is about precision, each note exactly where it should be. Lively and finessed, our Patter Brut 
dances across the palate with persistent, elegant bubbles in quick succession. Made in the Cuvée 
Close method, the emphasis is squarely on the fruit – the performance – with generous notes of apple 
blossom, lemon, and red berries. 85% Pinot Noir and 15% Merlot

HIGH NOTE ‘SOUBRETTE’ PINOT GRIGIO 2022
DIRECT | +324143 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $18.75 
Our Pinot Grigio is like the soubrette of an opera: playful, charming, and vivacious. From estate 
vineyards in the South Okanagan, we take our inspiration from Italian-style Pinot Grigios, which are 
light, refreshing, and delicate.

HIGH NOTE ‘CAPRICCIO’ RIESLING 2022
DIRECT | +324140 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $21.00
Capriccio is all about feeling. The music is improvised and free form, allowing the musician to lead the 
piece with their virtuosity. The same philosophy guides our Riesling. We give room for the varietal to 
shine, while providing structure from aging in a combination of concrete and stainless steel eggs. 

HIGH NOTE ‘CONTINUO’ ROSÉ 2022
DIRECT | +324148 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $18.75
Predominantly Pinot Noir, with a splash of Teroldego, the fruit was direct-pressed and aged in 
stainless steel. Balanced and dry, it is elegant and restrained with pristine aromas of pink grapefruit, 
watermelon, and wild strawberry.

HIGH NOTE ‘VERISMO’ SYRAH 2021
DIRECT | +324109 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $26.26
Expressing the elegant, mineral-driven Golden Mile Bench in the South Okanagan. From the luscious 
dark brambly fruit to the perfumed violets and desert sagebrush, this full-bodied, suave wine could 
only come from one place. Aged in French oak barriques.

HIGH NOTE ‘CADENZA’ 2021
DIRECT | +324106 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $30.00
A Cadenza is a culmination. The music subsides, as if to slow down time, and the coda belongs to the 
soloist. A blend of Merlot, Cabernet Franc, Sangiovese, Cabernet Sauvignon. We capture a moment in 
time, beautifully interpreting the growing season through the mastery of our craft. The 2021 vintage 
offers layers of juicy dark berries and fresh sweet herbs, finishing with a skillful accent of oak. 

naramata bench, bc

tribute to the terroir
mediterranean-inspired wines



ARBUTUS BLUE GIN
DIRECT | +215462 | 12 x 375ml | WHSL: $18.89
DIRECT | +64637 | 6 x 750ml | WHSL: $33.02
A west coast inspired gin distilled with juniper, coriander, locally grown hops, lavender, rosemary & 
lemon verbena steeped with Butterfly Pea Flower making for a brilliantly 
‘BLUE’ gin that transforms colour with citrus or tonic.

ARBUTUS CITRUS GIN
DIRECT | +97603 | 12 x 375ml | WHSL: $20.47
DIRECT | +50258 | 6 x 750ml | WHSL: $32.08
A contemporary london dry gin with classic & floral botanicals , including four distinct types of citrus; 
orange and lemon peel, middle eastern salted dried limes, and lime leaf with an additional steep in 
lemon peels. Dry, zesty  and Floral notes with citrus, lavender and elderflower. 

ARBUTUS FOREST DWELLER CONIFEROUS GIN
DIRECT | +166906 | 12 x 375ml | WHSL: $21.42
DIRECT | +390980 | 6 x 750ml | WHSL: $34.77
coniferous aged gin.  A special, Vancouver Island inspired version of our west coast Empiric Gin, 
Grand Fir, pine, spruce and other botanicals. Awarded Gold at the 2020 canadian artisan spirit 
competition 

ARBUTUS EMPIRIC GIN
DIRECT | +84111 | 6 x 750ml | WHSL: $26.06
The Empiric Gin is centered around the merger of classic botanicals such as Juniper  and coriander 
along side west coast staples such as hops, rosemary lavender and  the unique addition of lemon 
verbena, imparting the gin’s citrus tones. The Empiric is  an epically floral, yet well-balanced 
contemporary gin with notes of pine, citrus  and spice. 

ARBUTUS ELDERBERRY GIN
DIRECT | +426344 | 6 x 750ml | WHSL: $35.56
This deliciously unique jammy gin packs a punch with bright, sweet and sour elderberry notes 
complementing our traditional botanical gin notes
DISTILLED WITH LOCAL BRITISH COLUMBIA ELDERBERRIES

ARBUTUS PURPLE HAZE GIN LEMONADE
DIRECT | +327847 | 12 x 375ml | WHSL: $20.90
21% ABV. Made with our blue gin, fresh lemon juice, orange blossom and simple syrup, this purple haze 
lemonade is ready for you to mix and serve.

ARBUTUS GIN-GIN-GIN 3-PACK
DIRECT | +106258 | 3 x 200ml (10/case) | WHSL: $36.57
Gift Pack with 200ml bottles of Citrus Gin / Blue Gin / Forest Dweller Coniferous Gin 

distillery-grown botanicals
100% BC grown fermentables
craft distillery
unconventional, flavour-forward spirits & cocktails

vancouver island, bc



vancouver island, bc

ARBUTUS COVEN VODKA
DIRECT | +799080 | 6 x 750ml | WHSL: $26.82
Small-batch copper pot distilled spirit from 100% BC grown barley yielding a rich viscous and smooth 
vodka with undertones of toast, chocolate &caramel. Distilled with European style techniques to 
highlight the basic characteristic of the grain (opposed to Western Style). Excellent premium sipping 
Vodka.

ARBUTUS ESPRESSO VODKA
DIRECT | +97598 | 12 x 375ml | WHSL: $21.08
DIRECT | +799049 | 6 x 750ml | WHSL: $30.80
A take on the classic Italian liqueur. Premium spirit brewed, fermented, and distilled from BC grown 
grain, rested on fresh lemon peels, pressed juice and sweetened into a liqueur

ARBUTUS HIBISCUS VODKA
DIRECT | +111073 | 6 x 750ml | WHSL: $24.28
Copper pot distilled and carbon filtered. Steeped with the finest hibiscus flowers imparting tart, citrus 
notes and brilliant ruby colour. Distilled with 100% bc wheat.

ARBUTUS CANADIAN SINGLE MALT WHISKY
DIRECT | +81211 | 6 x 500ml | WHSL: $37.80
DIRECT | +453079 | 6 x 750ml | WHSL: $51.49
Whisky brewed and distilled using 100% BC malted barley aged 3 years in bourbon casks. Notes of 
pear, chocolate & vanilla, with viscous and round texture. 
SILVER MEDAL WINNER at 2019 Canadian Artisan Spirits Competition

ARBUTUS CANADIAN RYE WHISKY
DIRECT | + 406986 | 6 x 750ml | WHSL: $42.72
Made with 100 % bc grown rye and aged for a minimum of 3 years in bourbon barrels, our canadian 
rye whisky is finished new oak char#4 barrels for notes of spiced honey, brown sugar and black 
currant finishing with a light sweetness and medium body.

ARBUTUS DOUBLE BARREL SINGLE MALT WHISKY
DIRECT | +22520|  6 x 500ml | WHSL: $47.74
Batch #1 (DB#1) of our Double Barrel Single Malt Whisky, 
Aged for over 3 years in American oak bourbon barrels and finished on virgin new oak char #4 for 
enhanced oak and toffee notes. Blended to 40% ABV, 500ml bottle. 



ARBUTUS BABA YAGA ABSINTHE
DIRECT | +572123 | 6 x 750ml | WHSL: $38.65
Baba yaga genuine absinthe is distilled traditionally with grand wormwood, anise, fennel, lemon 
balm, and mint. Blended to 60% abv the finished spirit is then rested and steeped in more herbs and 
botanicals yielding it’s natural green/ chartreuse colour

ARBUTUS CRÈME DE LAVANDE
DIRECT | +166909 | 12 x 375ml | WHSL: $18.49
Made from premium spirit brewed & distilled from bc grown grain and freshly picked lavender with a 
splash of lemon for balance.

ARBUTUS VANILLA LIQUEUR
DIRECT | +166912 | 12 x 375ml | WHSL: $18.49
Simple & genuine premium spirit aged with organic vanilla beans and blended into a 
delectable liqueur by sweetening with organic cane sugar.

ARBUTUS ELDERFLOWER LIQUEUR
DIRECT | +203276 | 12 x 375ml | WHSL: $18.51
A seasonal liqueur made with freshly picked bc elderflower blossoms. Notes of nectarine,  lychee & 
fresh herbs.

ARBUTUS LIMONCELLO
DIRECT | +97598 | 12 x 375ml | WHSL: $21.04
A take on the classic italian lemon liqueur. Spirit distilled from bc grown grain rested on fresh lemon 
peels & pressed juice and sweetened into a liqueur.

ARBUTUS AMARO #4
DIRECT | +185719 | 12 x 375ml | WHSL: $21.12
An old world amaro infused with west coast staples. Bitter sweet with robust citrus from orange peel 
and hibiscus. Rested on foraged salal berries.

ARBUTUS LIQUER 3-PACK
DIRECT | +418341 | 3 x 200ml (10/case) | WHSL: $36.40
Gift Pack with 200ml bottles of Elderflower Liquer / Crème De Lavande Liquer / Amaro #4 Liquer

ARBUTUS READY TO MIX MINT & GINGER MULE
DIRECT | +321965 | 12 x 375ml | WHSL: $20.90
A mint and ginger mule crafted with our premium wheat vodka, pre-mixed with fresh ginger, mint,
lemon juice, and salted lime for a ready-to-mix cocktail at your fingertips.

ARBUTUS READY TO MIX PURPLE HAZE GIN LEMONADE
DIRECT | +327847 | 12 x 375ml | WHSL: $20.90
Made with our blue gin, fresh lemon juice, orange blossom and simple syrup, this purple
haze lemonade is ready for you to mix and serve.

vancouver island, bc



LIBER ‘EVERYDAY’ CHARDONNAY 2021 ORGANIC
DIRECT | +445486 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $15.99
Our Estate Chardonnay is organically grown on the banks of the Similkameen River. This land provides 
ideal terroir for the varietal while stainless steel ageing showcases genuine minerality and the fruit. 
Enjoy flavours of Anjou pear, tropical fruit and fresh butter notes with a citrus finish. 

LIBER ESTATE ROSÉ 2022 ORGANIC 
DIRECT | +005760 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $15.99
Slip into your finest linen pants and break open this rose on a warm summer evening. Made from 
organic grapes, this French-style wine opens with notes of strawberry jam, candied lemon and 
grapefruit. The intense flavours build on the palate revealing a zesty and refreshing floral finish.

LIBER GRAND RESERVE MERLOT 2017 ORGANIC
DIRECT | +148993 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $24.99
This Merlot was meticulously tended to on the vineand aged in new French Oak.

LIBER ‘LET ME BE FRANC’ 2019 ORGANIC
DIRECT | +241323 | 750ml x 12| WHSL: $26.99
Cultivated on a gently-sloping mountain side, this wine showcases plenty cf berries, cedar and vanilla 
with a delicate spice. Let me be franc, it pairs well with days, nights, friends and most any dish they 
bring over.

LIBER ‘OFF YOUR ROCKER’ 2017 ORGANIC
DIRECT | +149002 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $17.99
100% Merlot. Off Your Rocker is our salute to all those who march to their own beat and follow their 
dreams. A splendid, easy drink-ing wine to share with fellow dreamers. Open this bottle and find 
treasures of blackcurrant, dried plums, tobacco and dark chocolate.

LIBER ‘REBIL’ VIOGNIER 2019 ORGANIC
DIRECT | +100622 | 6 x 750ml | WHSL: $19.99
Beautiful, full-bodied made with 100% Viognier from the East Bank of the Similkameen River. Peach 
and almond on the nose, with crisp green apples and stewed honeyd apricots on the palate, with a 
foodfriendly, lasting acidity.

LIBER ‘REBIL’ RESERVE CHARDONNAY 2017 ORGANIC
DIRECT | +148996 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $19.95
Organically grown on the west-facing banks of our riverfront estate, this Chardonnay was meticulously 
tended to on the vine and aged in French Oak. Our vineyard temperature is ideally moderated by the 
river, while the low yields deliver the complex and intense nose and perfect structure.

LIBER ‘REBIL’ CRAFTSMAN BLEND 2017
DIRECT | +64905 | 12 x 750ml | WHSL: $49.99
This Cab Sauv/Cab Franc/Merlot/ Malbec/Petit Verdot is born of earth and stone and nurtured by the 
sun and wind of the Similkameen valley. This timeless blend is sourced from small lots of old vines. 
Enjoy through 2034

HELLO SUNSHINE CAN - WHITE 2022
DIRECT | +323986 | 250ml x 24 | WHSL: $5.99/each
Crack open a can and unleash tropical pineapple, juicy apricot, and sun-warmed white peach with a 
refreshing zesty finish. Serve chilled.

HELLO SUNSHINE CAN - ROSÉ 2022
DIRECT | +323983 | 250ml x 24 | WHSL: $5.99/each
Crack open a can and unleash fragrant strawberries and juicy raspberries, With a fresh grapefruit and 
aromatic wild sage finish. Serve chilled.

HELLO SUNSHINE CAN - RED 2021
DIRECT | +323978 | 250ml x 24 | WHSL: $5.99/each
Crack open a can and unleash sun-warmed blackberries, juicy cherries, and a  Hint of vanilla with a 
silky-smooth finish. Serve slightly chilled.

cawston, bc

similkameen valley g.i.
organic wines
terroir driven

simply great wines



LA PETITE ABEILLE SPARKLING PEAR
DIRECT | +103320 | 12 x 750ml | 8% ABV | WHSL: $17.10
DIRECT | +429140 | 12 x 375ml | 8% ABV | WHSL: $9.49
A dry, delicate and rich cider. This is an elegant prosecco-style cider made of Bartlett pears with good 
acidity and wonderfully complex fruit flavours. Gluten-free, vegan.

LA PETITE ABEILLE SPARKLING APPLE & PEAR
DIRECT | +103328 | 12 x 750ml | 8% ABV | WHSL: $17.10
This fresh and fruity sparkling cider offers attractive peach, Granny Smith apple and Bartlett pear 
aromas.This is an off-dry, graceful, sparkling cider with a creamy texture, good, ripe, fruity flavours 
and a pleasing finish.tropical fruit and fresh butter notes with a citrus finish. 

LA PETITE ABEILLE PEAR CHARMAT
DIRECT | +103344 | 12 x 750ml | 8% ABV | WHSL: $25.00
Our Signature cider is fermented using specialty champagne yeast, then undergoes secondary in-tank 
fermentation, preserving the fresh pear and orchard fruit aromas. Creamy, light and dry with a long, 
complex finish. 

LA PETITE ABEILLE SPARKLING ROSÉ
DIRECT | +103336 | 12 x 750ml | 8% ABV | WHSL: $17.10
Tart Granny Smith apples and ripe, juicy blackberries combine to make a light, fresh and fragrant rosé 
cider that is beautifully effervescent with refreshing acidity. Delicate notes of red summer berries and 
white fruits linger through the finish.

LA PETITE ABEILLE SPARKLING CARROT, APPLE & GINGER
DIRECT | +799080 | 12 x 750ml | 8% ABV | WHSL: $17.10
Granny Smith apples and earthy carrots are underlined with a hint of ginger in this ultra unique, off-
dry cider. Taste is dry and refreshing with lively acidity and playful spiciness coming from the ginger. 
Freshness and fruitiness dominate the palate all the way to a long, lingering finish.

LA PETITE ABEILLE SPARKLING WHITE CURRANT, APPLE & HONEY
DIRECT | +TBA | 12 x 375ml | 8% ABV | WHSL: $8.59
Delicate clover honey lends a touch of natural sweetness to our orchard-grown white currants and 
tangy, early-picked McIntosh apples. This unique off-dry cider offers a rich bouquet of honey and 
fresh, crisp red apple with hints of kiwi, sour cherries and white pepper. There are undertones of roses 
and sage, and a medium to long peachy finish with fine bubbles. Gluten-free

LA PETITE ABEILLE SPARKLING RED CURRANT, APPLE & HONEY
DIRECT | +TBA | 12 x 375ml | 8% ABV | WHSL: $8.59
This cider is off-dry and presents traditional European red currants with a touch of black pepper, 
freshly picked blackberries and crisp, green apple. Strong and inviting secondary flavours of 
raspberry, cranberry with medium to long fresh rhubarb finish

LA PETITE ABEILLE SPARKLING BLACK CURRANT, APPLE & HONEY
DIRECT | +TBA | 12 x 375ml | 8% ABV | WHSL: $8.59
This off-dry cider is full of ripe, rich flavours of cassis, strawberry jam, peach and raspberry with a hint 
of vanilla and chocolate. The mouthfeel is nicely balanced with touches of black currant and crushed 
cherry pit. 

LA PETITE ABEILLE SPARKLING PEAR & RHUBARB CAN
DIRECT | +458854 | 24 x 355ml | 8% ABV | WHSL: $4.25
Our dry, crisp pear cider base is enhanced with the summer flavour of rhubarb in our first ever can 
release. Dry but with a hint of sweetness to balance the tart rhubarb acidity. 

LA PETITE ABEILLE PIERRE’S AMARETTO
DIRECT | +TBA | 12 x 500ml | WHSL: $22.00
A blend of our estate grown apricots and local peaches, and infused with our very own spirit distilled 
from our apricots, this is a medium-bodied sweet and sour style amaretto with hints of peach, orange 
and toasted marzipan.

LA PETITE ABEILLE PIERRE’S VERMOUTH
DIRECT | +TBA | 12 x 500ml | WHSL: $22.00
This is a traditional bitter-style vermouth done with our heritage cherries, infused with local botanicals. 
You’ll find hints of candied orange, cinnamon, vanilla, raisin, macerated orange, black tea, carob and 
nutmeg

french-inspired ciders
small batch production

single orchard
hand-picked apples

goût du terroir

naramata bench, bc


